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Regardless if you are looking for a business visa to enter Russia, obtain a working permit/
residence permit, register your business in Russia or get a professional legal advice on any
migration issue we can definitely recommend the services by Vista Immigration.

Vista Immigration

Our acquaintance with Vista Immigration started with our search for information on starting
up a company in Russia. We got a very clear introduction to different options on how to launch
a business from their Managing partner Mr Timur Beslangurov. Our first consultation was
free: it was a great moment to ask questions, and we discovered several aspects which we had
not considered in our planning. And through these discussions we also got to know our legal
adviser to build trust.
 
We have continued to contact Vista Immigrataion during spring and summer and when we
needed consultation and advice regarding leaving and entering Russia during the Corona
pandemic and travel restrictions. Their support was of a great value for us. Why do we like and
recommend Vista Immigration? Well, they have 15 years of experience in the business and



their company covers a full range of services starting from migration support, help in
launching business in Russia and supporting companies with accounting and payroll.
Furthermore Vista Immigration's website is a great source of information on Russian
immigration legislation. The company has two Telegram channels @Vistaimmigration_bot
and @ Russian immigration. Finally, we appreciate their professional and service minded
approach towards their clients. Book your first consultation with Vista Immigration for free
with Moscowliving as a reference!
Location:
Taganskaya 19, Metro Taganskaya
Website: https://vista-immigration.ru/
https://startuprussia.com/
 
For more tips to make your life in Moscow more easy & fun follow "Moscowliving" on
Facebook or Instagram!
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